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FAQs about the 
Nonprofit Infrastructure 
Grant Program
The Nonprofit Infrastructure Grant Program (NIGP) is aimed at supporting the missions of 
small, culturally led organizations by strengthening their infrastructure (aka, their Core Mission 
Support). It’s administered by Propel Nonprofits and is made possible with funding from the 
State of Minnesota.

Organizational Eligibility
Culturally specific nonprofits and fiscally sponsored organizations in Minnesota and the Native 
nations sharing the geography with annual budgeted expenses less than $500,000 and that 
primarily serve historically underserved cultural communities. Past recipients are not eligible to 
apply again.

What percentage of the board or staff have to represent diverse communities?

The majority (more than 50 percent) of your staff or board.

Do religious groups fall under the diversity requirement?  We cater to an ethnic minority but 
identify as a religious group.  Does that disqualify us from applying?

Faith-based organizations are eligible to apply. They still have to meet the majority leadership 
and cultural community focus criteria.

What is the definition of a cultural group? Do applicants need to be limited to one cultural 
community?

For the purposes of this grant, “cultural group” refers to racial and/or ethnic cultural groups, 
including indigenous tribes and communities. Multicultural organizations focusing on racial and/
or ethnic cultural groups are also eligible.

Can the organization’s work be diasporic?, For example, we’re a translocal organization that 
connects local Minnesota communities with communities overseas with whom we have an 
ancestral connection.  Must all the work that is funded through this grant take place in the 
U.S.? Is an organization ineligible if it does international work as well?

There is no hard exclusion of organization’s who do translocal work. First, it must be a 
Minnesota-based nonprofit. However, organizations which do most of their work outside of 
Minnesota did not receive high ratings in the last round of applications. 

Is the RFP intended primarily for organizations that have not received any State grants?

The Request for Proposal (RFP) is intended for small, culturally led organizations that would 
benefit from an investment in their infrastructure. Prior grants or lack thereof, government or 
otherwise, will not be taken into consideration.
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Is there a conflict of interest and eligibility issue if your organization 
is fiscally sponsored by Propel?

No. The grant selection team will include members who are not Propel 
Nonprofits staff. Any organizations fiscally sponsored by Propel will be 
noted, but committee members outside of Propel staff will make grant 
recommendations to avoid potential conflicts of interest.

Eligible Grant Activities

Organizational Administrative Improvement

Grants under this activity area can be used to improve internal 
administrative infrastructure. Eligible activities under this category 
include hiring staff or consultants to assist with: developing database 
management systems; developing financial systems; and, building 
other administrative systems needed to increase the organization’s 
ability to access and sustain new funding sources and deliver on the 
organization’s mission. Other eligible expenses include investments in 
technology to improve internal infrastructure.

Organizational Workforce Development

Grants under this activity area can be used to increase workforce 
capacity that builds the organization’s infrastructure. Eligible activities 
include hiring culturally competent staff or consultants to expand 
programming capacity; providing training and skills development; and, 
implementing other methods of increasing staff capacity.

Organizational Partnerships

Grants under this activity area can be used to create partnerships with 
other organizations to increase capacity. Eligible activities include the 
creation and expansion of partnerships with existing organizations 
that possess specialized expertise; and, the creation of partnerships to 
increase the capacity of the grantee organizations to improve services 
for the community.

This is not an exhaustive list of activities that can be funded by this 
grant program. Propel Nonprofits will work with grant applicants to 
determine how and if their proposed activities fit within the eligible 
activities listed above.

For a small nonprofit, we would love to have our part-time advocate 
become full-time. Sustaining this position will be dependent on our 
ability to successfully execute the project we are working on and 
we plan to apply for more funding come 2020. Is this considered a 
sustainable plan for the position and would that be enough for this 
grant purpose?
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First, make the case for why you need this increase in staff time; 
second, give some detail on what you are thinking about in terms for 
future funding. We’d like to hear more than a “we’ll raise more money 
later” type of response. 

Can “organization partnership program activities” include donor 
development in terms of corporate sponsorships?

Yes, the partnership program activity area could include partnership 
development with local corporations for event sponsorship. 

Could the funds be used to work with a development/fundraising 
consultant for grant and individual development? 

Yes, this would fall under the administrative systems area – the goal 
here is to build your fund development infrastructure. 

Could this grant be used for upgrading computers and other 
technology equipment?

Equipment purchases, such as computers and laptops, are an eligible 
expense. We ask that the expense be made in support of a broader 
goal. It’s not likely we’d fund a large, say $30,000, investment in 
computer/IT upgrades, unless you make a really good case on how that 
supports the delivery of your mission and impact in the community. 

How many activities are encouraged for each program activity 
priority? Or what would be too many or too few activities?

You will be limited to choosing only one eligible activity area in the 
application. But, you can include multiple activities that make up your 
project. For example, you could choose the Administrative Systems 
area, and have 2-4 key activities you’ll undertake over the next 12 
months. 

Did previous grantees have one or two big projects they focused on? 
If there was a nonprofit that needed a LOT of help with a request for 
multiple project assistance, did that look bad?

Ask for what you need within the scope of the grant criteria. We are 
not making judgments on what looks good or bad. The context of your 
organization’s current stage of development will give us insight into 
how your request can help you strengthen your organization. 

If you’re a culturally specific organization seeking to build 
partnerships, must the partner organizations you’re seeking be 
culturally specific organizations too?

No. You can choose to work with any type of partner organizations. 
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Organizational Finances

Does reimbursement mean that pay first?  Or that you bill for expense 
but don’t pay?

Reimbursement means that your organization incurs the cost of the 
work first, then provides documentation and seeks reimbursement 
from Propel Nonprofits. We do this to be consistent with the State of 
Minnesota’s expectation on how public appropriations are administered. 

A reimbursement process entails that the grantees have readily 
available cash flow to spend before the grant funds come in. They 
type of organizations that seem to fit best for this program are often 
small or lack infrastructure to obtain that kind of cash flow.  Please 
elaborate on what you’ve seen and how you have been able to help 
those who do not have the pre-grant cash flow.

Yes, this is a common issue for small organizations. We will work 
with the selected grantees to make this reimbursement format work. 
Previous grantees receive help in financial planning and cash flow 
management or received a small loan from Propel Nonprofits to address 
the cash flow challenge. Propel also created monthly reimbursement 
schedules with all grantees and most were paid within two weeks from 
the submission of their reimbursement request. 

Application Process
After reviewing the full request for proposals, complete the online 
application. Applications are due Monday, September 30 at 5 pm 
Central Standard Time.

Online Application: https://www.propelnonprofits.org/nonprofit-
infrastructure-grant-program/application/

If people have issues and questions about the portal where they 
submit their grant application, where do those questions go?

Send those questions to:

• Mario Hernandez (mhernandez@propelnonprofits.org) or
• Sarah Alfaham (salfaham@propelnonprofits.org)

How do I schedule a technical assistance session?

Visit our website, fill out the short form on what kind of support would 
be helpful, and we’ll send you a Doodle poll to find a time that works for 
you.

Can I save my application but not submit it yet?

Yes, you can save your progress and return to complete the application. 
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Does the grant need to be completed before the technical assistance 
call?

No. But we do ask that you review the RFP and come with questions. 

Can a grant reviewer be a staff member of an organization applying 
for a grant?

Yes, a grant reviewer can be an applicant. We will follow the conflict of 
interest policy given to all grant reviewers to avoid any potential conflict 
of interest.

Are there character limits?

Yes, there are word count limits listed next to each narrative response.

If we’re fiscally sponsored, what entity’s name should we use on the 
application?

Apply using your organization or initiative’s name. Part of the 
application asks for a fiscal sponsorship agreement. If relevant, this is 
where you can note which entity you’re sponsored by.
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